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I, IWTROpySIlW 

A. PURPOSE AMD METHOD 

This paper is intended to describe and In some respects to develop 
further a calculus cy which tht data and accounting methods normally used with- 
in the private sector for the economic evaluation of industrial projects can be 
adapted to provide an optimum technique for the comparative evaluation of the 
economic gains to society or to a nation of alternative projects to which re- 
sources «tight be allocated. 

It is expected that this calculus will be of primary use to those indus- 
trial economists charged with evaluating the economic merit of industrial projects 
fro« the standpoint of a nation or of a similar social unit with a view to deter- 
mining the attitude and associated policies that a governmental or quasi-public 
body may wish to take toward a project. 

The calculus recommended and used in this paper has come to be called 
the benefits-costs method. The calculus begins with measuring benefits, bene- 
fits being the value added In the project» regarding that value as equal to the 
market value of the output of a comparable productive operation in existing  . 
Industry, less the amount paid for material used in production of that output. 
Thus, if existing production of a given quantity of a product utilizes materials"' 
for which the producer pays 45 monetary units and the manufactured output is 
sold for 75 units (net 30 units) the value or benefits deemed to be added by the 
project under consideration (using the same materials at the same prices and 
producing the same quantity) would also be 30 «nits. In short, the benefits of 
a project are conceived to be equal to the value being added by a comparable 
operation within existing competitive enterprise. 

The calculus also requires measuring the costs of the project which 
«re conceived to be the value of opportunities foregone. Thus each factor 
scheduled to be allocated to the project is priced at its opportunity cost, 
that cost being the value added by the factor in its present use. 

Benefits are values that can be created in the project; costs are val- 
ues now being created by the factors which will be employed in the project. 
Benefits minus costs provide the increment to total value of product to be made 
possible by transferring the factors which will be employed in the project from 
present use to projected use. The ratio of benefits to costs of any project is 
a useful measure by which projects can be cowered to identify those economically 
most advantageous to a nation or to society. 

This generalisation Is subject to qualifications later presented but Is 
quate for the argument at this point. 

Many of the methodological disagreements and misinterpretations respecting 
project evaluation are traceable to differences or misunderstandings as to bench« 
marks or standards of comparison. Various evaluation methods use various stand- 
ards. A given project may be evaluated against any one or more alternative ways 
of obtaining the seme manufactured Rood and/or against any one or more alterna- 
tive uses of the package of resources involved In the project. The approach 
here recommended calls for taking existing allocations and prices as the stand- 
ard. 



l^BEpyiTS-COSTS COMPARED Wig PRQFITABILIW 

The significant  features of the beneflts-coata approach can be pointed 
up most effectively by comparing it with the principal alternativi method of 
computing the magnitude of the economic gain expected fren a project.    BSMU- 
tially,  the alternative (herein called "the profitability mthod'*) i« to make ap- 
propriate «edifications in the statement of the prospective profits of the pro- 
jected enterprise to it« owners, Modifications which result In a •«•nation which 
depict» the social or national profitability of the project. 

The benefits-costs calculai we here recommend for estimating social 
or national economic gain» while not entirely distinct  fro» the profitability 
method» differì sufficiently to make comment on the differences desirable at 
this point.    Illustrations of these differences are presented later in this 
paper. 

In the first place» the benefits-costs method recognises that the pri- 
vate gains fro« a project are gains to aJJ the factor suppliers that participate» 
and frequently to the consumers as well— hat the gains are not confined to those 
inuring to the benefit of equity invescors-entrepreneurs.   although the profit- 
ability method can be explained ani practiced In ways that acknowledge adequately 
the value« gained by others» the method so frequently concentrates upon entre- 
preneurial profit that other gains are slighted If not Ignored. 

A second contrast Is that the benefits-costs calculus seeks directly 
to Identify and measure the economic impact of a project upon each party affected 
by it.    The profitability method» on the other hand» In calling for a series of 
modifications to an estimate of entrepreneurial profit»  focuses upon a single 
magnitude (usually "return on Investeant") which Is estimated and re-estimated 
at each stage of the calculation and which» at many of the Intermediate stages, 
Is almost impossible to define or comprehend.   Ita believe that the rationale of 
the benefits-costs calculus is simpler and more easily understood ana that there 
is less danger of ambiguity or controversy as to Its meaning.    Moreover, the 
benefits-costs calculus utilises concepts and produces intermediate numbers which 
are useful In their own right. 

A third difference between the two method« is the characteristic of 
the profitability method to tempt the analyst to seek to relate the modifiée 
profits only to capital investment» allowing the computation of a rate of re- 
turn on capital.    Considering that capital is not the only factor of production» 
it can be grossly misleading to treat gains attributable to all factors as a 
return on capital.    More importantly there Is the danger that evaiuators will 
attempt to compare projects in terms of relative rates of return on capital» a 
comparison that can lead to an uneconomic preference for projects employing 
relatively little capital.  (It must be acknowledged, however» that projects re- 
quiring little capital are frequently higMy advantageous to developing coun- 
tries.) 

the benefits-costs method also facilitates the measurement of gains 
likely to be shared among nations participating In a multi-national project or 
economically affected by a project In another nation,    factors and their gains 
can be identified by their national origins,    the profitability «ethod» on the 
other hand» does not lend itself to the calculation of natlon-by-nation gains. 
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In  contrast,   the profitability appioach  employed  bv   some  analysts   stops  short  of 
attempting  to measure  the  magnitude of   economic  gain,   it   i8   contend h  a meas- 
ure merely  oroportionate   to economic   gain,   although   it   is  a mea  ure   tilt tlZl 
the  comparison and  thereby  the  ranking,   of  projects   from a   social  or national 
economic  standpoint.    But   lacking a measure of   the magnitude  of   the  ecònome 
«ffect..  a  government  is  in a poor position to «ItaVjlidg^nt  of   theZL 
of  the governmental assistance   (or   impediment)  appropriate   for   the  ^ojef?4^ 

Thar« la a« mmi  to assume,   in order   to be  able  to advocate   rh«.  .... •# 
th. ba^fit-eoat. C410.1«.  (or of any alternate method    that   ío«c«t tot Z 
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«li «Mrs of nrojact infection must  bear  this impossibi lit! in mind    ill 
rough nunbara are nevertheleaa superior  to no numbers at all. 

It needs to be conceded  that,   meritorious as we believe the benefits- 
costs  calculus set  out   in  this paper  to be compared  to available a   ternata 

ÍÍ¡  111      T  S; ?     r0m  imPerfeCtlons wh^h -ill  become  evident   in  the pa^r. 
The  concepts of social or  national benefits and costs  are not   precise and .la- 
gan t.    Many of the conceptual and methodological  choices  that   have to be made 



are  made to som» extent arMtiarily, thus they can be criticized by persons wJiO 
would make ditferent arbitrary cholees  Chulees should be debated, but all 

critic« -nay agree at the outset that, with perfection in concept and method be- 
yond reach, the approach sought should be one which is least defective,  The 
ci iter ion must be such simplicity as will enable the industrial economist quickly 

to fit together readily available data in a manner that leads to a pertinent 
conclusion. 

C, INITIAL  INFORMAT1CW 

Our   approach  begins with  the project   information  that   is  usually  com- 
piled  to determine   the   likely  profitability  of   the project   to  the  suppliers of 
equity  capital,  or   to  the  suppliers  of  all  capital  if   the capital  structure hai 
not  been decided.     The problem of   comparing profits attributable  to alternative 
allocations  of   capital  is  examined. 

It   can  then be noted  that   however  helpful  profits may  be  as  a guide 
{and  an  incentive)   to  the most  productive  allocations  of  resources,   profits-- 
i.e.,   increments  to  profits--are  not   a measure  of   the  economic  benefits  to 
society of  a  projected enterprise.     These benefits redound   to all  the  factors, 
and only as one  compares the  prospective earnings of  all the  factors—managerial 
and  non-managerial   labor,   ren'ed   land,  and   loan  capital,  as well  as equity  capt- 
tal--ln the  project   as against  earnings  In their  present employments can one 
move   toward a measure  of   total economic benefit. 

The prospective earnings of each  factor are  regularly pert of project 
information   (because  they are estimated expenses  to the enterprise) but  the body 
of Information needs  to be  Increased to Include present  earnings as well  since 
these are to be taken as  the measure of costs to which benefits la any project 
using these  factors  can be  related. 

While a sequence of calculating  social or national benefits and costs 
which begins with a measure of entrepreneurial profit   (the sequence adopted In 
this paper) may appear to be suitable only  for projects  In which at  least part 
of  the equity  Is provided  from private sources,   It will be seen that  the method 
set out In this paper can accommodate the whole range of ownership patterns 
Including projects  fully government-owned. 

P.     ORGANIZATION    OF  PRESENTATI«! 

It Is convenient to consider first the calculation of benefits and of 
costs as seen from the standpoint of each of the private partles--re*ource sup- 
pliers, consumers, and parties Involved In competitive Industries—who may be 
affected by the project once it Is Implemented, The private standpoint Is dis- 
tinguished from national or social standpoints in Chapter II. Chapter III than 
concentrates upon the measurement of the private benefits and cost* of  a proj- 

Chapter IV sets out  the  social accounting frame which la used In the 
calculus and  shows  the manner  In which the calculus facilitates  the measurement 
of  benefits and costs to each of   the nations affected by the project.    Chapter 
V then considers the modifications  that must be made to private benefits and 
costs calculated at  market  prices  In  order to arrive at  social  or national 
benefits and  costs.     The needed modifications  often  require  the  conversion of 

masa 
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It needs to b« born« In mind that the value added or benefits produced 
by a project ere not n«c«»eerily the eeae as the galet revenue of the project; 
Insofar •• the »ale» revenu* include« any value« produced prior to the project 
or prior to the accounting period being used» •  "i11 u- i--~-- *•*.— «-i. 

added. 

revenue will be larger than valu« 

the concept» of benefit» and of costs require careful attention to 
avoid any po»slblllty of «1 »understanding. From the viewpoint of factor owner» 
the benefit» of a project are the Income» or earning» they expect from it. On 
the other hand» the costs of allocating resource» to any projected u»e are the 
loss of the opportunity to continue to put them to their existing use. Coati 
may chu» be regarded •• benefit» foreione. Expense.» In any one us«, existing or 
projected» must be subtracted fro« the revenue» in that use to arrive at earn- 
ing, of (value added by) the factor in that us«. In »unaiary, the prospective 
earnings In a project are benefit», while the earning» In the pre »eat us« which 
will have to be sacrificed are the costs of the project. 

It Is convenient to separate private benefit« and costs, on the one 
hand, fr« governmental benefits acd costi on the other. Private and govern- 
mental effect» combined» and then corrected for any market price» that may have 
been to some degree arbitrary, are the social, or the national benefits and 
costs of the project. 

the word private should ordinarily not require definition, but In one 
respect we »hall «sat to use It to embrace a governmental body. It 1» helpful 
to distinguish bet««««, ®n the one hand, parties that supply factor» and pur- 
chase product» and thos«, on the other hand, that levy tame» and provide »ub- 
sidiea. When government«! bodies act In the former capacity It 1» useful to 
regard them as private partie», when their actions fit In the latter capacity, 
the bedims fully des«rv« to be regarded as governments. 

are the 

m 
(c) 

tte total private benefits and the total private cost» of a project 
of the benefit», and the sua of the costs, 

/ 

to all the suppliers of factors to the project, 
to the consumer s of the output of the project (benefits only—no 
costs Involvai)» 
to the suppliers of factors to competing enterprises who will 
to reallocat« their resources, and 
to the consumers of the present output of the factors to be allocated 
to the project (benefits only). 

It has become common to us« the words society and «ocial rather loose- 
ly to refer comprehensively to people (the private sector) and their government. 
The terms usually carry a connotation of universality5 »oclety Includes all of 
us. Äis connotatioa is accepted in this paper. 

le shall ne*i In addition to the concept of »oclety the concept of 
nation, which we can define broadly to refer to any political grouping of a 
people and their government comprising las» than the whole of society.2 

Ana depreciation is never part of value added. 

Both society and nation Incorporate people as producer» and as consumers, while 
nnfnrrrir»-   inrnmnrpM»   H»m   Wlv, WS   Pff*dtlC«f » . 
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..Society  is being defined  then a« a closed unit;   it  is not part of a 
larger whole,  and may be  thought of as comprising more  than one nation.    A 
nation is an open entity.    And nation shall be used to refer  to any open polit- 
ical unit—village,  district,   state, province,   region,  etc.,  as well as any 
group of political bodies that «ay be less than universal  in its membership. 
Thus the United Nations, or any of its specialized agencies,  or any multi-nation 
community, «ay be connoted by the word nation as used in this papar. 

As may well be supposed,   the purpose of these  terminological niceties 
is to permit us easily to handle projects  that affect two or more nations,   to 
recognize and analyze situations where the economic bentfits and costs of a 
project to the parties who compose one nation may be different  from the benefit« 
and coati of that project from the standpoint of another nation.    Since in »any 
developing countries most industrial projects of sufficient  size to deserve 
evaluation by government will  involve partiel of two or more nationalities,  it 
behooves us to have evaluative techniques to facilitate the separation of any 
project into components by nationality of participation. 

While we are considering the concept of nation,  it may be useful to 
distinguish a nation from a country.    â country may be regarded as a geographic 
entity containing,  in the sense of physical presence, an aggregate of material     - 
resources without regard to the nationality of their ownership and a collection 
of human resources without regard to their nationality.    A nation may be regard- 
ed,  at  least  for purposes of  this paper and the recommended calculus, as a polit- 
ical entity which embraces all persons who are "nationals*1 of the entity regard- 
less of their country of residence and all productive factors owned by those 
nationals regardless of the country of their physical location.    This aspect of 
the meaning of nation will need to be borne In mind for referral later when we 
consider national accounts concepts such as national income and national product, 

Although Ideally    It might be urged that each project should be eval- 
uated from the standpoint of each nation affected,  typically the only national 
evaluation undertaken Is that  from the standpoint of the developing nation in 
which the project  (or the principal part of It) Is situated.    In discussing In 
this paper the national calculus,  the viewpoint of the developing nation Is 
regularly taken, but only as a convenience;  the same evaluative method can be 
used for any affected nation. 

III.    MIASuTtlMG PMVAIE BEMlfllS 

In this chapter we «hall concentrate upon the quantitative facts that 
each of the suppliers of factors to a projected enterprise will wish to estab- 
lish in order to determine the probable economic benefits and costs to him of 
Ms participation.    Our assumption (throughout this chapter, at  least) is that 
each party is motivated by prospects of economic gain, and that his participa- 
tion will be forthcoming If he foresees greater gain in this venture than in 
any alternatives of which he is aware. 

Included within the scop« of this chapter are governments and quael-publlc 
bodies to the extent that they are examining a project from the standpoint of 
a prospective factor supplier concerned to maxlmlte his own economic gain. 
Governments occupy two other standpoints with respect to each project:    (1) 
that of an institution which collects taxes and expends funds,  Including the 
payment of subsidies; and (2)  that of the arbiter of national or social welfare 
which evaluates the national or  social economic benefits and costs of the proj- 



While thi» paper ts not concerned with «ensuring private economic gain 
as such»  the data needed for such measurement» are the materials which» with 
appropriate modification» become the  gauge of net economic benefit to society 
and to each of the nations involved in the project. 

Although these data cone into being (and thus become part of the proj- 
ect, as we use that word) as private parties attempt  to determine their own in- 
terest»  even a project which is expected from the outset to be  fully public in 
ownership should be buttressed with all the facts that are needed for private 
evaluations.    Evaluation of any project in terms of national or social interest 
require« all the information that each of the private parties aoiiociated with 
the project might need. 

A.    MKASURIWC CTTEEPlEBroiAL BESPIfg 

It Is well to begin with the accounting data and gauge« that will he 
sought by the party examining any prospective «ntei.>rlse fron the point of view 
of the entrepreneur who provides venture capital in return for the prospect of 
profits and who typically carries responsibility for planning the project» 
•»Milling the other productive factors needed, executing the plans and control- 
ling the operating enterprise. 

The entrepreneur is concerned to forecast the profit  that can be 
earned on the risk capital to be invested in the projected enterprise by hi« 
and others who may be willing to provide capital on an equity basis,    for this 
purpose he will wish to assemble reliable data for each year (or even shorter 
periods) during the expected life of the enterprise covering sales revenues and 
expenses1 associated with operations and with providing the fixed assets.    These 
data require a forecast of the entire economic and extra-economic matrix in   x 

which the project will fit» including prices, and perhaps quantities,  and in- 
fluences thereon,  of items moving through ail markets in which the firm may 
have occasion to buy or sell.    The entrepreneur takes prices as he finds them 
or as h« expects them to be;  that Is» he generally regards prices he will pay 
or receive as objective facts over which he has no control and to which the 
enterprise will adjust.2   levenues« need to include not only proceeds from sales 
but also any cash subsidies.    Expenditures must include taxes and excises, etc. 

From these quantities expected profits (entrepreneurial ine 
accounting period can be computed. 

) In each 

The entrepreneur cannot regard a table showing profits in each year 
during the life of the project as the end of his calculus. Understandably he 
would prefer a single sum which can be representative of the entire project. 

*< 

AS emphasised in Chapter II, these expenses which are used in calculating 
benefits must be clearly distinguished from costs which are present earnings 
(present revenues minus present expenses) that must be foregone If the project 
is Implemented. 

although market prices are used in the evaluation of each private Interest 
In a project, the evaluation of the national or social Interest requires the 
testing of market prices and the correction of those that are arbitrary In 
respects that can give faulty guides to resource allocation. Frice corrections 
are considered in Chapter V. 
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The simplest route to a single su« is to compute the mean average of the pro- 
spective earnings in each year, thus arriving at an average annual level of 
earnings, * 

A somewhat mo,re sophisticated, and nowaday« much discussed, method is 
to compute the present worth of each annual benefit or cost. These present 
worths of annual magnitudes can then be summed to find the present value of the 
entire stream of benefits or of costs over the lifetime of the project. 

The calculation of present value requires the choice of a rate of time 
discount (interact) which recognizes that the more distant in tine a given sua 
may be the^ lower will be its present value. For example, if the selected rate 
of time discount is 5%, the sum of $1 payable two years hence hat a present val- 
ue of roughly 91c while $1 payable 20 years hence has a present value of only 
38c» roughly. 3 

It should be strewed that the rate of time discount selected has no 
necessary connection with the rate of interest on money or the rate of return 
on equity capital that may be relevant to a project. Time discount manifests 
the fact that the more remote in future time the receipt or payment of a given 
•um» the less Important now the right to receive or the obligation to pay that 
•um. Rates of interest and return on equity capital are thus indication« of 
how right» to receive money in the future are valued currently in capital mar- 
kets. 

As between these two general ways of handling a stream of profits or 
of any benefit or cost we suggest that the estimation of an average annual sum 
1« the most practical route to be taken by the industrial economist charged with 
evaluating the prospective social or national gains from a project. The method 
it fast and relatively simple. Moreover, the resultant number is an annual fig- 
ure which «ay readily be Inserted into the calculation of national or social 
income which is regularly expressed In annual term«. Finally, the concept of 
the present worth of. a multi-year stream of benefits or costs «ay not be readily 
grasped by nonspeciaiists within government who may help decide government's 
stand respecting any project.* 

.1.. »Of ITS AS A MTB Of 11TM 

The entrepreneur rigularly finds it worthwhile—in order to compare 
various Investment opportunities, if for no other reason—to relate average 
annual profit to his (average) investment» i.e., to compute a percentage rate 
of return on capital that a project is likely to afford. 

The method of calculating a representative or normal annual profits figure 
can be varied; occasionally some figure other than the mean average can be the 
most typical 

"Present" can refer to any selected point in time, such as the date of the 
first expenditure on a project or the production day of the enterprise. 

$0.tl{   -¿4-^  .   10.38 
1.05' 1.05 

20 

We reco'.nlie this choice as decidedly controversial. It may be argued, for 
example, that government projects tend to be.relatively capital-intensivc'and 



lut  the manner in which the  calculation can properly be «ade is not 
simply prescribed.     Even for a single year there is the  less-than-easy task of 
placing a value upon the investment principal.    Additional complexity is in- 
troduced a» one undertakes to devise a  satisfactory method for calculating the 
rate of return on an investment  (or a  series of investment») the returns fro« 
which are spread over a number of year«.    The prob le« hat generated a sleable 
body of  literature—and 1« still far from solved to everyone's satisfaction. 

One popular and relatively simple method is to calculate the average 
annual return on average investment as  follow«:     sum the  total cash flow (de- 
preciation plus profits) expected from the investment,  subtract the total in- 
vestment  (the remainder equals» of course,  total profit over the life of the 
investment),  and divide that remainder by the number of years the investment is 
expected to continue to be productive and by one half the amount of the invest- 
ment. 

For example, an investment costing 1000 and providing receipts  (depre- 
ciation plus profits) of 1400 over a five-year lifetime provides an average 
rate of return of  161: 

1400 -  1000 ,      u 

5 .    500        •"* 

This method notes that the average annual profit during the five years is 80 and 
assumes that the principal is amortiied (depreciated) to sero value at the end 
of the productive life of the investment in a pattern such that the average in- 
vestment is one half the Initial investment. 

This method of calculation is entirely satisfactory when the as 
tions are at  least in rough accord with reality» i.e., when entire inve 
is made at the outset and when receipts are the same amount each year. 

The entrepreneur, in addition to calculating prospective profits and 
an associated rate of return, may also compute the payback (or payout) period 
for his investment,    fut simply,  this is done by noting the period of time re- 
quired for the cash flow (capital consumption plus profits) generated by the 
investment to equal the amount of that  investment.    The payback measure, which 
is mentioned here only in passing, is supplementary to, and thus not a substi- 
tute for, other measures by which returns on alternative investments can be 
compared.    The payback criterion Is particularly relevant in evaluating high 
risk investments such as those,  for example»  serving markets which might sud- 
denly collaps«• 

In having already declared our preference for the benefits-costs ratio 
calculus as the best available means of gauging the national or social economic 
desirability of a project» we have made evident our belief that the profits-as- 
a-rate-of-return method, however appropriately modified and framed» is not the 
best means.   More will be said on this matter In the following chapter. 

John 6. McLean, "low to Evaluate Nsnr Capital Investment," " - -     - 
levltw November-December» 1958, p. 39; lay. I. ieul, NProfit! 
Investments," Harvard Business Review July-August, 1§5?, p. lì 
Baldwin, "How To Assess Investment Proposals," Harvard  Busin« 
.1959,   P.  48,     also,  Manna 
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The completion of  the computation of  the benefits-costs ratio perti- 
nent to  equity capital as a   factor    requires  the estimation of  the costs to  the 
entrepreneur.of foregoing the benefits   (earnings)  of  the equity capital in Its 
present  use.      In other words,   the expected  level of capital earninga--tht rev- 
enues fro« present  investments  (or  likely alternative  future investments) minus 
expenses  such as payments to the other contributing factors--becomes  the costs 
entry for  the entrepreneurial calcul«*. 

al b 
average annusi costi can be computed in the 

fits. 
same way as average annu- 

la 

If the refinement    of estimating present worth  (as a  supplement to or 
an alternative to average, annual figures) Is being undertaken,  the analyst 
normally   should use  the same rate of  time discount In handling costs as he em- 
ploys in computing present worth of benefits.2    Moreover»   the same number of 
years must be used in each calculation;   assuming that the present worth of all 
the benefits over the full   life of the project was computed,  that  lifetime in 
years must be used in computing the present worth of costs. 

It is Important  to observe  that the benefits-costs ratto is to the? 
equity investor as adequate a guide as the rate of return In enabling him to    - 
compare projects.     In choosing those which promise the highest benefits-costs 
ratios he is choosing those which promise the highest rates of  return,      The 
benefita-costs ratio approach is also appropriate to all other factor suppliers; 
the rat« of return,  on the other hand,  cannot be used for factors like labor 
which are not priced as assets. 

B.    EARNINGS OF OTJttt FACTORS 

s¿ 

s 

Earnings on loan capital are relatively easy to handle.    Loan inter- 
est is precise and certain, asi it is known to all.    The amount and terms of all 
loans anticipated for s project are included In project documentation by the 
time plans are finalised.    Costs 1» the sense of present Interest earnings fore- 
gone can be accurately estimated from financial market information.    Both bene- 
fits and costs can be refined by working the lender's operating expenses into 
the calculation. 

Projects which utilise loan capital supplied by governments or public 
financing institutions frequently enjoy interest rates that are below going 
market  rates.    Both costs and benefits should be entered at  the  reduced or sub- 
sidised rates.    While this practice may Introduce an artificial element on 
occasion» we recommend that  factor suppliers be kept conceptually distinct 
from government qua government which provides subsidies or Imposes taxes.    Thus 
the body that provides a subsidised  loan to a project may best be regarded at 
In turn  subsidised by government. 

This  is sometimes referred to as the "opportunity cost" of the project, 

2 If there Is a substantial difference in the risk factor,   as between costa and 
benefits»  it may be desirable to select different rates of time discount for each 
rates which realistically reflect the estimate of risk. 

mm 
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Ofttn a project «list be evaluated bmiotm all decisions about the cap- 
itel structure of the enterprise have been Mid«, If th* «quity-ddbt ratio is 
not known, profit« and iittarcst cannot be saparately calculated, lut ©b§*rv« 
that the tua of profits and interest vili, of course» be calculable. Thua tie 
benefit to capital-providars as a group can be computed, a* can the benefit to 
society and to any nation or any party which knows it will bt providing either 
all of th« capital or son« of it. 

Kants roqulre only brltf smntion.    If the project is to use laaaad 
land carrying an «Attuai rant, that amount «ay be entered as th« average annual 
benefits.    If th* land is to be purchased, the annual benefits «ay be Inferred 
fro« ths price of  the land multipli«*1 by the going interest rate,    Th« coita 
of using th« land for th« proj«ct are th« prea*nt annual rental.    Typically in 
developing eountri«» pioti appropriate for industrial projects add r«»arkably 
little value in thsir prsssnt us«.    Thu« the b«n«fits-costs ratio for th« land 
factor can be high indeed. 

Hie consideration of waget,  for both Managerial and non-a*nag«rial 
labor»  in termi of th« benefits-cesti ratio call» for entering as benefit« th« 
wages expected to be paid by the projected enterprise.    Cotti »ay b« awkward to 
decide.    As regards non-managerial labor, coati are waget presently being earned, 
To th« extent labor will be drawn fro« the rank» of the unemployed, coats can 
be entered at zero except  for any unemployment benefits ü at will cease one« the 
worker    secures employment. 

The present earnings of managerial personnel may have to be estimated 
rather roughly.     If  their present employments are  in their home countries and 
their projected employment is in another country,  part of  the difference be- 
tween benefits and costs will be traceable to expenses of international  reloca- 
tion,  etc. » but  the occasion for the differences does not affect  the way in 
which the amounts  need to be recorded  for a project  evaluation calculus. 

Advocat«« of the rat«-of-r*tura approach »«¡«times seem to argua that 
wages can be treated as a rate of return on th« capital value of labor.    Apart 
from other objections that might be made to this «uggenti«, we believe- it suf- 
ficient to note that labor can be assigned a capital value only by th« process 
of capitaiiaing «arningti; aince the process rsqulrss the assumption of a rata 
of return it hardly provides a «athed by which a rat« of return can be comp-ttt«i. 

1«    IMPACT ON CONSUMERS 

One otfcftr private party, th« customer or consumer, is in a poeition 
to benefit from, or be hurt by, a mew industrial enterprise,    Th« consumir gaina 
to the degree that h« can, fro« th« project, obtain th« good   «or« cheaply than 
before, or can obtain better good   without a com»«niurat« increase in prie«, 
Th« consumer's w«ifar« is impair«** to th« d«gr«* that he oust pay a higher prie« 
for th« product, or generally obtain a less satisfactory good for a given outlay. 

Although on« can and should think of th« existing prie« as the stand- 
ard by which to measure consumer benefits which appear as lower prices fer a 
given product, there is no occasion to attempt to vi sua lis« costs or a benefits- 
costs ratio for th« consumar.    Costs do not enter th« pictur« in that, «part 
fro« government—which it still te b« considerad--a 11 th« costs of th« shift of 
resources to th« project hav« alra«4y b««n «nt«r«d and summed as w* noted coats 
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and benefit«  for  the several factors.     But  tf the coneuaer is affected  through 
a change in prices,  any benefit  through   lower prices should be added  to factor 
benefits in the procès« of arriving at  total economic benefits;  any  loes to the 
consumer vi* en increase in prices should be subtree ted from total factor bene- 
fit«. 

In those lnstences in which the proj«ct it to manufacture e product 
which is new to the intended purchaser«» how does one ««asure the net consumer 
benefits (positiv« or oagstlve)?    The proble« nay be typified by « project to 
manufacture an enriched food to reise nutrition levels in a developing country. 
Their« is no eat li er price in the country which can serve es « standard for meas- 
uring the incremental benefits.    If th*r« is a «arket elsewhere for the oroduct 
the cott of obtaining it in that merket may be used;  otherwise the «valuator 
amy have to «stimmte the monetary amount a needed to attract the required re- 
sources to implement the project. 

I.     ngâST ON COMPETITIVE RESOURCES 

V & All too commonly, but  still understandably,  ignored in any calcula- 
tion of society's or  the nation's economic  gain fro« « project «re the conte* 

1 quences for the  factors that are presently involved in producing the goods that 
j are  scheduled to be produced instead by the projected enterprise, i.e., the 
; consequences  for competitors.    The omission it understandable in that «est proj- 
« ect evaluations are made from a national rather than a social standpoint and 

the nation in which the project  is to be situated is often not the nation in 
which competitors are producing.    The injured competitors ar« typically omitted 
from most social evaluations for two additional practical reeseas.    First,  it 
is usually difficult to predict which competitors will be hurt and to what em- 
tent.    Second, end particularly convincing as a reason, «van if the competitors 
and their injuries art identified, the use that will be made of the released . 
resources is almost impossible to predict with any augurane« whatsoever.    This 
prospective use provides benefits to be measured against the costa to competi- 
tive resources as they ar* forced out of existing employments.    For example, 
if • project, which is to use factors now producing goods worth 100, is to pro- 

Jf     . duce goods that now sell for 140,  the benefits-cost» ratio for the project prop- 
** er is 1.4.    Competitive factors necessari ly  (by definition) worth 140 ar« shunted 

into what may be   less remunerative activities worth,  let us »ay,   130.    The pic- 
ture  for society would then be as followsï 

froject 

Competitive resources 

Imtfitf Costs Pi «trence latto 
140 10© 40 1.4 

ISO 140 -li 0.Ì3 

total 170 240 30 1.13 

It may be agreed that even If magnitudes Ilk« the above could be 
hazarded, the repercussions would not have been fully registered:    the forced- 
out competitive resources may shift Into activities that displace still other 
resources, and so on without «ad.     All of this may be granted but it remains 
the responsibility of the évalua tor to estímate the turn of these repercussions, 
however roughly. 
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On the other  front of the rupe reumi©« chain are  the change» initiated 
by the purchasers of the existing goods  (priced at   100 in our example) who will 
need to find other factor* to produce substitute it««« worth the insediate costs 
of the project.    A series of repercussions aay be expect««! here also—end it Is 
the «valuator's task to estimate the«. 

H. SUMMING PRIVATE IfflEglB-üOQBIft 

We have rationed the variety of private benefit! and costs which the 
industrial economist will wish to insert into his calculât ioni.    These benefits, 
and these cotti»  of factors scheduled for the project, of competitive  factors» 
and of factors Mb I Used to produce goods now ««da by project factors»  can be 
sunned into • meaningful benefits total and « meaningful cotti total,    and the 
ratio of the tiro SUM is the relative gain to private partisi caused by the 
changes directly engendered by the project. 

The benefits-and-costs totals are then ready for adjustments reflect- 
ing the governmental impact of the project» adjuatMnts that carry the evalua- 
tion procès» toward •««•urei of national and aocial economic gains. 

Before these adjustments ere esseyed in Chapter ?» Chapter IV will 
set the stage» and will also note specifically what it excluded fro« the set- 
ting. 

IV.     MEASURING SOCIAL OR NATIONAL BENEFITS AND COSTS 

A.    GOVERNMENTAL VIEWPOINTS 
/ 

A government may evaluate the economics  of a project fro« one or «ore 
of several viewpoints.    One viewpoint» mentioned earlier»  can be taken by «ay 
government which supplies productive factor« to a project.    This viewpoint is 
essentially the  same as  that of * private factor  supplier. 

Other viewpoints »re taken In this chapter.    One of these, which is 
taken only incidentally» is that which call« for examining the project in tema 
of fiscal benefit to government;  fro« this viewpoint government looks fer its 
own selfish benefit» again mich like any private party involved in the project. 
It seeks to enlarge tax and other governmental receipts as against governmental 
outlays. 

government Is also expected to evaluate each project fro« the view- 
point of eaxiaising national economic gain Measured by the ratio of national 
benefits to national economic costs,    alternatively the government viewpoint 
can be that of society •• • whole.    It is the evaluation from this last point of 
view which is the primary function of this paper—and «specially of this chap- 
ter» 

Stripped to its essentials» the purpose of our calculus is to esti- 
mate the social or national value (benefit) that will be generated within the 
implemented project and to compare that value with the value (cost) presently 
beim «enerated by the factors to be reallocated te the project. The rati© 
between the projected value and present value we believe to be a particularly 
useful measure for comparing the economic merits of projects. 
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In other words, the net economic benefit of a project to a nation «ay 
be regarded «s the addition to the national income or product made likely b« the 
project. If the national product i» presently 1000 monetary unit«, and if oy 
diverting to the project resources now earning 10 units, the nation can produce 
benefits of 30 units, the national product can be increased to 1020 units. The 
benefits of 30 as related to the cotta (national value foregone) of 10 indicate 
a benefits-costs ratio of 3:1. The nation can then proceed to implement first 
the project« that carry the highest benefit!-coiti ratlos—-that it, it can do 
io if the benefits and costs have been detailed and authenticated and all parties 
requisite to implementation are convinced of the wisdom (on ail relevant grounds) 
of proceeding to that objective. 

If the prices of all factors scheduled for the project »»ere consistent 
with market force« and if governmental activities were neutral in the sense that 
net taxes paid and public services received in present employments ware the same 
at in the projected employment, the calculus described in the earlier chapters 
would b« fully adequate for measuring the social primary benefits and costs of 
a project. But price« can be arbitrary—and miiieadingiy so; the problem is 
evaluated in the next chapter. 

The analytical problem occasioned by governmental activities Is con- 
sidered in this chapter, also given further consideration ar*» ways of estimat- 
ing benefits and coats for each of the nations affected by a project. 

Preliminary to the discussion of these two topics, «ore must be said 
about the social or national accounts framework of the calculus. 

1. SOCIAL OR NATIONAL 

A system of social or national accounts may be thought of as a con- 
solidation of the accounts which are kept, or might be kept, by all the individ- 
uals or families, enterprises, governments, and other private or public entities 
which compose society or the nation. These accounts—and here we are interested 
in the operating (or income and expense) accounts—«how, or can be interpreted 
to show, the net Income (revenues minus expenses) earned by any entity in amy 
economic pursuit in which it may be engaged. Similarly the accounts kept by any 
of these entities in their capacities as conawmers show outlays for the products 

of economic activity. 

Our accounting concepts and terminology, except where explicity indi- 
cated otherwise, are those of the United Nations' system of national accounts.1 

While the accounts are set out as national accounts which can accommodate the 
measurement of activity within an open economy, the system works equally as well 
for the measurement of a closed economy, i.e.. society as a whole. Termlnoiogi- 
cally the only need is to replece the adjective national with the adjective 
social. Social accounts are simpler in that all provisions in national account- 
ing for transactions with the rest of the world can be disregarded. As a con- 
venience we shall frequently use only netionai accounting nomenclature, lut 
the entire analysis, except for that concerned with international transactions, 
can be applied to society ae well as to any part of it, here called nation. 

1 cf. United Nations, A System of National Accounts and Supporting Tables. 
Itatistical Office of the United Nations, Studies in Methods, Series F., No. 2t 
lev. 2, United Nations, New York, IM4. 
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Ih« oso Important respect in which we r#cota»end deviation from govern- 
teaCAl national accounting is In the delineation of parti« by nation to which 
SSTor th.tr physical t.murtm .ti regarded « attached for accounting purpo.it.. 
C«í«ílo¿lif! MfcicMl frodyct  (or Ine«.) i» defined « thn total of produc- 
STÎÏÎSiuiAwfc^ .«rvie.» supplied by «isldentg of a country.^   for 
lTmtm»mt which call tor noting th. nationalities of th. .upplloriioi r- 
ZLSItr« trojMt, It li h«ipft»i to regard national product or incoM a. tho 
vrETÎtSlLSlTU fetor o¿rleo. .oppilo* by entitle» «ho are mOmM of 
liWrV    Ite distinction !• •Unifient;    In a developing country .my of th« 
i.c?£ Zpflïor. -S "• «Párlate, who are ro.ld.nt. of th. country but or. not» 
of cours.» national» of It. 

«. ar. taking th. llb.rty» thon,  to redefine nati «J Proda et or ine 
to rofor to th. .conoide contribution of nationals» not of resident», of a couo- 
«y!    (So wouM rotw-ond now no.encl.ture «or. not th. liter««. already .o 
hurden.d with national accounting ton..) 

Our lntoroot Is in (a) th. decrement, to national lacott «J**** 
rh*i- i« occasioned hy the withdrawal of resources from present «ployants as 
tt « r. Ta TcJtJto th. projsct»  this decreet »«« '»»¿flti *    f • ^* 
117 mná ibi the «ros. increment to national Income or product that will b« 
effe^êd S\h^pEj.ct7tM^ being th. benefit, of th. project,    ft. 
ÔrO.. ÍacrLíat »Lu» tí. d.crement is, of cour.., th. net incre-nt or «.t 
ÎI^furooTîîbuïhrouih th. implantation of th. projoct.    «. «hall «•• th« 
t!» iattoniî product ofly in the ».ns. of mt national product;    n.t national 
.îodttcî ÎTtho rlrtot valu, of th. output of th. national, of a nation during 
ni".« pîrfoS TSL (usually a y.ar) «elusive of capitai co«su-pt on altar- 
¡¿rjn aatloaal product i. siglar «cpt that th. total valu, is MM' 
give of capital consumption allowances). 

garded as negativ, indirect taxes. 

x 

m shall n.ed to «.sure costs and ..«.fits in t.«s of cha«,.. 1» 
A    * «,* «.rw orles rather than In incoa, at factor pries,    fhis ehole. 

fs1ïcta«d^í th/nì^tÓ r.cÓgnls. th. national l.p.ct of Indir.ct tarn., me 
iibsidf.     sLf Cognition i.%.cUlly portent in *"^ *•" £* 
^nations ar. involved In a project and gov.rws.ntal "e*1*"0"**1*" 
^;ie; £y«ot. of subsidies »re ait.r.d as th. proj.ct I. tapi—fé. 

n..d «ist also be glv.n to direct tuco, and to tran.f.r payais» the -Äti: ars A^i¡rss£r. x; 
entities. 

1    United Hâtions, os¿. Ml», f« 

e» 
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The   estimation   of   tht-   impur 
étêê   la  typl.ally   noi   easy,      ít   i H   dilli      1   "y^~   "*   t,Kl,f*ct   tM««   •** •ubai- 
•ntcrprlMs,  paying indirect  taxes  ' ' " '   ' " m°*1   SOí,LlUleti to tone ft  th« 
Will   b« Withdrawn   in  order   to   implant "t h' "' "B   S"b81'" **" •   fro« which   f«ctor« 
b« staá« in order  to gauge  the   fiL*ì   4        * 

p,°1**tt       Hwt  ««eh u ««tlMt« au«t 
•hift  of »source.. P        upon  S«"" "»«•«*  of  th« cont«wlated 

Th« lapact of th« »rolerr unnn „„. ~ 

• iOMd   by .   proJ.ct  M,t   b#  tttcluded *  £   P    ^   <"»   l'V   noy««,«,   tH-ca. 

tov.riMital payauitt to f.ctort of  producu^l   LV° I ^ pr°,ett  whlle *"* 
*» for «llaiutlo« «. th« prelect  i8 •• Id Y V

" 
p,*fc*nl   ""viti.. 
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an afuivalant aroduct    juatiflaa an «avara1 adjuatnant of banaflts attributable, 
to tit« project. 

We   have  not  attempted  here   to catalog the  i«perfecciona of  the  social 
or   national   accounts  a»   gauges  of   benefits  and  costs,   but   the»« t»# hat« nan- 
ttoned  loupled with   those   treated   in   the  «Kample  that   follows   should bt  tuffi* 
•tently   suggestive   to  enable  the  eva luatoi   to  Identifv.   and   than offtat,   thOM 
that   may  appear   in  any   given  project. 

Our   entire  presentation  t«   this   point   of   the  benefits-coatS calcul»! 
i an   now  be   illustrated  quantitatively.     This   is  done   in  the   accompanying  tabi«. 
Through  this   strictly  hypothetical   example  we have  tried  to   Illustrata as «any 
patterns as   can be   incorporated   into one  illustration without  »ndtia  can*laxity. 

The project may  be regarded as one to produce  In the  developing coun- 
try   items,  now being imported duty   free,   at   an annual  cost  of   147 monetary  units 
above  the cost  of  materials which will need  to be imported by   the project  enter- 
prise.    The  12 columns provide  for  tabulating the affects of  the project upon 
society  (the world as a whole),  upon nation x, which Is  the developing country 
in which the project  is  to be sited,  and upon the rett of the world.    For each 
of  these three social or national units there are four columns:     the first  to 
show benefits,  the second for cotts,   the  third for benefits m nut costs  (net 
benefits),  and the fourth for  the benefits-costs ratios. 

The uppermost  six rows depict  five categories of factor payments snd 
their  sums which are social or  national Income.    Nation x is expected to con- 
tribute  factors which earn 83 monetary units annually In their  present employ- 
ments   (column 6)  and are  due to be paid  131  in the projected use   (column 5). 
Factors to be contributed by  the  rest of   the world (equity and   loan  capital 
and managerial talent) now earn   I?   (column  10)  and are expected  to earn 26 In 
the project   (column 9).     Local  and  expatriate  factors  combined  compose the  fac- 
tor  package  for  the project  and are  set out  in columns   1 and  2 which depict 
the  project   from  the standpoint  of   society,     in  terms of  income  the  ratio  of 
benefits to costs  is  1.58  for  nation x and   1,53    or  the  rest  of  the world.     To 
this  point   in the calculus It  appears that   the project  can appear attractive to 
ail   factor owners  scheduled to participate. 

Row G shows the effects of  indirect  taxes and subsidies.     The absence 
of   quantities  in this  row In the "rest of world"   columns  Indicates  that no  In- 
direct   taxes are  Imposed on,  and no  subsidies are paid  to,   the present employ- 
ments of  these  factors,   It may  be assumed here  that   these  factors are presently 
employed outside  nation x.    Nation x factors are presently being subsidized In 
the  amount  of   12  and the  government  of nation x expects  to have to pay subsidies 
of   30 annually to the projected enterprise.    These  subsidies may be thought of 
as   taking the  form of   Import  duty  relief on materials.     Further we may think of 
the  subsidy   as needed to enable  the   firm to pay  the price differentials needed 
to attract   factors and to permit price reductions In the product   (as shown In 
worn K, column 5)» 

Row 1 depicts the chantas in mat social or national pnênct occasiona* 
by th« arojact.    I» nation » costs ahow as II units of national product to be 
foragaaa «ni 101 units worth of product to be produced by th* ptojaet. 

# 

•BMHP 
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<-ñn""at. data   expressed  in  hypothetical monetary unit;) 

World   (Society) Nation x" " '    Rest   of World 

(1)    (2)    (3)    (4) (5) (6) (?) (S) (9)    (10)    (11)    (1 

y       c     o-c    - b c b-c     - be       b-c      - 
c                                           c c 

A.    Profite                               IS      10          S    1.8 4 3 1 i.33 14        7          /      2 

i.    latente                               i        5          i    1.2 2 2 0 1.0 4        3          11 
c-    *•»*                                     10        5          S    2.0 10 5 3 2.0 .... 

i.    Meaagerlal Wages              li      10          1    1.1 • 3 3 © 1.0 S        ?          il 

1,    MrauiirUl Waget    li!      ?§       42    i.i 112- 7© 42 i.i ... 

ài    Social  or National 
Income  (Sum of 
Factor Paynienta) 157     100        57    1.37 131      iî      48     1.50 20       17 f 

S.    Difference Between 
; Indirect Taxée C*) 
i ani tubtldiea <-)       -JO   -li     -li     - -30   -lì   -li     - 

i.    I«E Social ©r 
j Rational Predace 127     M       39    1.44        101     71     JO    1.42 2i      17 i 

l.    Direct Tarnt fali 
if factor« (-) -28    -23    .   -S     - -15   -17        2      - -13      .§       .f 

99     os       m    - •§    54     m     - 13     11        2 
J.    Direct faxet leed. 

If Q4mraaanta (+)        21      23 S     - 2§     17        3      - ti 2 

127      ••        39    1.44        IÔ#     Il      35    1.49 11      17 4 

I,    C0ÍWMH1 Priée 
favinga (•§•) 20       -        20     - 20       -      20     - ... 

L.    Adjueted Benefica i 
Coati of Project 147     ••       S»    1.67        12«     71     55    1.7S 21      17 4 

M. Ad justed Benefit« è 
Cost« to Competing 
facto» 144    147       -3      Ut - ... 144    l4f       .3 

I. AiJusted Benefit» è 
Costs to Competing 
Conanaere 71     M       -f     .if 71     §0     -f      ,§f -       - 

0.     Composite Adjusted 
leaefltt * Cuate 3§2   315       47    1,15        191   151   4§      1.30       1§3    164 l 

Ifjt    i  ï    Benefit!,    c î   cotta.       b-e s    net baaaflta (aanaflta alane cotta). 

- ;    benefite - coiti ratio. 
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Direct tarnt (temè I and J) mike no difference In the totals for noci*« 
•ty, but they are aignlfleant nationally.    In nation * expatriât« factor incomes 
are expected to yield direct revenue« of 5 uniti.    This expectation Is «hewn 
(column 5) by the listed collection of 20 uniti of direct taxe«  (row J) while 
only 15 unit« of the«« revenue« are to b« paid by factor« furai«had by nationale 
of x.    The 5 unit« of direct taxe« to be paid x by expatriate« is also evident 
fro« column 9, rest of world» where foreign government« are expected to collect 
only 8 unit« of direct taxes fro« their own national« assoclatad with the proj- 
ect while these national« pay taxe« of  13  (8 to their own government, and 5 to 
the government of x).    «ational product benefit« need thus to be adjusted for 
the international tax flow« occasioned by the project. 

A «eeond adjustment to national (and social) product  is called for by 
the price reduction expected to be extended to nation x consumers of the pro- 
jected output  (row 1) in consequence of the subsidy already mentioned. 

The adjusted benefit« and coat» of the project are then entered (row 
L) «bowing that nation x gain« by SS unit« annually  (column 7) and enjoy« a 
prospective benefit.-cost« ratio of 1,78.    The re.t of the world also gain«, 
though by a «aller mergln both absolutely and relatively. 

The table might be terminated with row L but a «ore nearly complete 
estimate of the benefit« and eosts of the project can be reached by introducing 
row« M end M which nay be thought of as drawn from tabulation« analogous to this 

low M i« the same as the adjusted benefit« and costs row of a table 
which «et. out the expected crasaquancaa in the re.t of the world of tha raalla- 
cation of the factor« that are presently producing the Import, into x which will 
he discontinued once the project I« executed.    Co.t. (column 10) are tha Praratt 
earning« of the factors due to be displaced; these earnings,  147    are, of couree» 
•anal to the 147 unit, (row L , column 1)  listed as the adjusted benefit, of the 
project.    The table «how. (row H. eoi«. 9 and 11) that the ^^¡^f* 
factor« are expected to find alternative employment« in which they will earn 3 
unit, les« annually than in their present usa.    this expected reallocation pull. 
the rest of world banafIts-costs ratio down to a mere 1.01 (row 0, column 11). 

In nation x the consumer, now enjoying the output of the nation x fac- 
tor« marked for the project find that in order to obtain good« now valued at 71 
(row •» column 5, as well a» row 1, column 6), they must have racour.e to fac- 
tor« now producing output worth SO;  thus the«e conaumer« are faced with a nega- 
tive net benefit of 9 «nits. 

The number« for adjusted benefits and costs to competing factor« and 
to competing consumer« are included in the tabulation only to be suggestive of 
the wide implication« of a project» Implication« which «re not sub.ei|«ent or 
in any «anee remote but which will be occasioned immediately as factors are 
shifted to the projected enterprise. 

The iowe.t row in the table shows composite benefits 
e ratio of 1.3 for nation x and a mere 1.01 for the rest of the 
the relative Improvement to society at 1.15. 

costs providing 
rid»  leaving 
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I^lVâUâflOM APPlOâCMES JIIMZÍS MIES. Of lETTOM 

low that  eh« benefits-costs approach to project e-aluatlon hat been 
••t out  In sufficient detall to expo»« Its essential merits and  flaws,  It may 
b« appropriata to examine  somewhat   further a  f«w of the alternative approach«» 
«specially thot« that titilli« the concept of rate of return. 

Sine« a rat« of return li a ratio in which one magnitude is expressed 
•• « percentage of Mother,  the tar« «ret« of  return»* might be used in reference 
to any of    a number of possible relationships between a flow taken as a nuinara- 
tor and a prerequisite flow or stock.    We shall undertake to mention the vari- 
eties of ratas of return that have been advanced as appropriate gauges of ehe 
economic eerie of a project Co society or to a nation. 

The rat« of return generally »«ant when the term is used is annual 
entrepreneurial profits as a fraction of invested equity»  capital, or» possibly, 
annual profits plus Interest as a fraction of combined equity and loan capital. 
Such a rate of return Is the most common gauge used by private investors of 
capital In comparing alternative investment opportunities.    The preeminence of 
the gauge for the purpose has understandably led to the suggestion that capital 
earnings as a fraction of capital» with appropriate modifications If needed, be 
used a* the prime Masure of the social or national gain« to be expected fron 
an Industrial project. 

Such a rate of return» as well as other varieties of rates of return 
which we shall mention as we proceed, entails such serious inadequacies as a 
social or national measure that we cannot recommend its use.    The basic objec- 
tion is twofole:     (1) there are eubetantlai direct benefits of any project In 
addition to those categorised as profits; and (2) invested capital Is only one 
of the types of resources that must be allocated to any project. 

At this point It needs to be recognised that the truth of this objec- 
tion can be admitted without abandoning the entire case for the capi til earnings/ 
capital measure.    It can be argued thee «hile capital earnings are not the whole 
of benefits, and capital is not the whole of the body of factors» the first as 
a rate of the second tends to be proportionate to social or national benefit» 
and thus can be relied upon as a sufficient measure to permit the comparison of 
projects.    It may be added that In private enterprise   market-guided economies 
prospective ratea of return are allowed to determine the patterns in which re- 
sources are allocated. 

It Is» In our opinion, sufficient answer to this argument to say that 
the whole purpose of project evaluation Is to determine whether the rate of re- 
turn on capital as seen by the entrepreneur is consonant with national or social 
economic benefit,    tee is not entitled to assert out of hand the adequacy of the 
rate of return guide; its applicability must be demonstrated in each ease. 

Wie answer to the argument can be bolstered by observing that the 
argument» in suggesting that the most beneficial projects are those affording 
the highest rate of return on capital» Implies that capital is the only resource 
that Is scarce, the only factor that must be rationed.    Since projects using 
relatively little capital as against labor would tend to show higher rates of 
return, the method contains a bias in favor of labor-intensive projects.    While 
the substantial underemployment of human resources that prevails In most devel- 
oping countries can lead many persons to believe that this pro-labor-intensive 
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emphasis i« highly desirable» th* end result of such blas is to put labor to 
work with ftwr and i« it -product I ve tools than would project selection using 
unbiased methods. 

The rato*of-return-on •capital concept as * national or social criterion 
has he«« advocated In another for«,    lather than considering only capital earn- 
ings »  the argument goes»  th« sua of all factor earning» can be taken as a per- 
centage of  the investment  in a project.    This guide might be useful if all proj- 
ects were squally capital intensive» but they are not. 

Once this critical defect Is conceded»  as we believe it «ist be»  an 
attempt «ay be made to remedy it by  suggesting that all factors to be allocated 
to a project be assigned a capital value.    Then all factor earning« may be re- 
lated to the valu« of the combined factor package, producing a truly comprehen- 
sive rate of return,    attractive as-this device «ay appear at firat glance»  its 
attractiveness vanishes ae it is notsd that human resources can b« given assst 
values only by capitalising earnings»  a process that requires the assumption of 
a component of the very rate of return that is to be calculated. 

none of these  rates of  re- 
merits of a project either 

We are thus forced to the conclusion that 
turn Is adequate as a means of gauging the economic 
absolutely or In compari son with other projects. 

as a final remark» we can note that In opposing the adoption of a rate 
of-return approach we have not by that opposition rejected the lésa of enlarging 
or generalising profits or capital earnings to arrive at a measure of social or 
national benefit«.    Such a generalisation can be effected by estimating the 
entrepreneurial profits desirable fro« a project which could obtain the services 
of ail other factors at their opportunity costs,    lut such an extended profits 
concept is virtually identical to the benefits measure we advocate,    and once 
one takes the step of relating these extended profits to the opportunity costs x 
of all the factors (including equity capital) one has devised a rate of return 
which is tantamount to net benefits as a fraction of costs (using our definitions 
of benefits and of costs)• 

f.   amm-ouTfOf mm 

Economists concerned with industrial development have given consider- 
able attention to the concept and the measurement of capital-output ratios. 
Mille such ratios may be extremely useful in estimating the various possible 

is of any given-sise investment» th« capital-output ratio concept 
ignores factors of production other than capital. 

If ose were to endeavor to Include all factors within the ratio» the 
measure would become a resources-output (or an output-resources) ratio,    fhe 
attempt to calculate such a ratio would encounter the problem of assigning capi- 
tal values to human resources—the same problem met in trying to arrive at a 
rate of return on a combined factor package. Because of this problem the ef- 
fort to generalise the capital-output ratio Into a resources-output ratio ap- 
pears to us net to be worthwhile. 

f.    PRICE ADJUSTMOrrS 

It might be contended that almost the whole of the social or national 
calculus considered in this paper Is the process of adjusting or converting the 
prices used by private parties Into those pertinent for the social or national 
•valuation of a project.    This chapter Is concerned with mentioning some of the 
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Chapter IV»  In erecting an  accounting frame  for  the calcul«! of social 
or national benefits and costi» gave  consideration to the  impact of governmental 
fiscal operations,   such at  taxes and   subsidies»   on price».     That  chapter noted 
also the need to use present consumer  prices in calculating benefits rather than 
those to be charged to consumers of the project's output. 

In this chapter we are conciarne«! with pointing out some of the respects 
in which market prices, particularly  of factor  services»  can he arbitrary and 
thus misleading as  guides to  the «oat  beneficial allocations of resources. 

I 

A,    »EQUpiBRIttr PJtlClSf 

First we «hall want to take  note of the suggestion sometimes mede that 
the objective In miking price adjustments it to find and use "equilibrlúa" 
prices that accurately reflect supply  of and de«and for the good or  service mov- 
ing through the market.    It can bt argued in support of the suggestion that 
beneficial projects are those which are consistent with or conducive to equilib- 
rium and that the use of dlsequilibrlous price« in an evaluative calculus can 

u easily result in socially or nationally disadvantageous determinations. 

While this suggestion is attractive,  and in certain respects it can 
be said  that we go along with it, on the whole it ha» to be r«jected.    We live 
In a grievously dl sequi librious world.    The fact of underdevelopment is itself 
an outstanding Instance of disequilibrium,    the patterns of price« that are 
appropriate guides toward «ore equlilbriouo resource allocation» are not the 
patterns  that would prevail if equilibrium were ever achieved.    It can be as- 
serted that in a dtsequi llbrious aeonaiay the concept of equilibri«« prices, if 
not meaningless, is Irrelevant. 

Considering any Individual market In which the going price appears 
disequilibrious because quantities supplied and demanded are not equal, a shift 
In the price in a equilibrating direction engenders shifts In ail related mar- 
kets and activities—the analyst in search of equilibrium prices Is doomed to 
frustration. 

But this is not to say that  any going market price Is the most appro- 
priate price for purposes of evaluating projects. 

B.    WAGES VS.   INTEREST 

Perhaps the most conspicuo««, and the most pertinent, Instance In 
which arbitrary prices can mislead thm evaluator of Industrial projects I« de- 
veloping countries involves  rates of  return on capital and wages.    If prevail- 
ing interest rates,  representative of   the price of capital, are toe high or to« 
low relative to wage rates»  factor proportions in a project are likely to be 
wrongly chosen. 

All to© typically In developing countries, interest rates are held by 
government» both by law and by centrai bank instruisants» at inordinately low 
levels.    At the same time government endeavors to lift wages, usually 1« the 
attempt to raise levels of living for workers, particularly for these at the lew 
end of the wage scale.   One consequence of such policies is that projects tend 
to be mere capital Intensive than Is warranted by resource availabilities. 



In nations whtre such interest rate-wage patterns exist, unemployment 
is rife as would-be wage earners leave the villages in search for the higher 
income held out by going wage level» in urbsn centers; the number of applicanti 
far outruns the number of available Job». On the other hand» bank« face queues 
of would-b« borrower! who are «melons to take «avantage of low interest ratet. 

Th« industrial economi« charged with evaluating projects needs» then» 
to estimate the "shadow" wage thai would somewhat «ore accurately reflect th« 
oversupply of labor, especially oí unskilled labor. He also needi to utIlls« 
"shadow" interest rates that are more nearly consistent with underlying scarci- 
ties of capital. Ally as such price adjustments are «ade is the national eeon- 
omy protected fro« the tendency to choose industries that are capital Intensive» 
and the tendency, in any given project, to choose the production techniques that 
economise on labor and rely heavily upon capital equipment. 

The need for prie« adjustments of this kind wag at least In part antic- 
ipated by the recoaaiendation that in estimating the social or national costs of 
a project factor« be priced at their current earaln§ft. Thus» insofar at the 
workeri to be hired for a project are unemployed, the average wage entered on 
the cost« tide of the benefits-costs calcul«! is appropriately lower than the 

J     market wag«. Similarly, capital costs reflect the earnings actually being en- 
joyed on capital rather than listed interest rates. 

By this device, the benefits-costs ratios associated with th« various 
combination! of capital and labor that might be allocated to a given project 
can provide a satisfactory indication of the combination that i« «oat economic 
in term« of the relative scarcities of the two factor», toce this hat been 
don« for each of two or «ore projects, these project« «ay be compared with far 
greater assurance than if factor prices had not been so adjusted. It will the« 
beco«* government's responsibility for any approved project to encourage» if 
not require, by appropriate instruments that factors be ««ployed in the economic 
proportion considering that market prices of factors would lead profits-oriented 

it to do otherwise. 

Similar price adjustments on th« benefits side of th« picture are not 
needed if the factor prices on the cost« side are proportionate to those the 
projected enterprise will have to pay. If they are not proportionate, the 
«valuator will need to study market prices to be paid by the enterprise in order 
to determine how auch incentive, if any, government will need to provide in 
order te assure optimum resource allocation. 

c»   nonets ops ram »pora SWISIPIlatí« 

the example given in the preceding chapter was of an Import-substitu- 
tion project. While projects which are not competitive with imports may he 
handled in exactly th« same format and in accordance with the same principles» 
an observation or so on pricing in such cases may he useful. 

The calculus of the national economic benefits of a project to manu- 
facture goods for export is relatively neat as the price of the goods is regu- 
larly taken to be the f.o.b. «port price.1 The benefits to the exporting 

If the producing nation also transports the goods overseas or insures them 
while in transport, the pertinent value of the goods is enhanced by those in- 
crements. 
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nation will differ  from the value added in the  country and culminating in thU 
price only by  the payments to £or«lgn factor  suppliers exclusive  of net  tanti 
received fron the« i 

í*   t> 

à «ore difficult product valu« to eatlnate it that of a good for local 
connuHption which ha« not been Imported or produced before. If, for axampl«, a 
nation's government Is considering a projet r for the manufacture of a new forti- 
fied food to counteract dietary deficiencies typical in the country» and It is 
recognised that the food «wit he heavily subsidised if it it to be marketed 
successfully» how should the value be computed? The price received plus the tub- 
tidy will, of cour»«, equal the amount to be paid to resources to attract the« 
fro« present utet; value is at least that hiRh--but it »ay be placed higher, 
indicating that factor payments should be higher than thote needed to attract 
resources to the project. The evaluator cannot avoid the necessity of select- 
ing» tomewhat arbitrarily, a price, 

from a national point of view» the market prices paid on or r«~.eived . 
from goods und services» including factorial services, purchased or gold 
•broad, «ay b« taken as given for purposes of evaluation. 

From a !OCi«l point of view, however, price adjustment« may be needed 
to effect «n «valuation much like the adjustment of waget and capital earning« 
in « single nation mentioned earlier. If, for example, nation A 1« prepared to 
advance fund« to an industrial project in developing nation I on «oft terms at 
to interest, grace periods, etc., each nation In its own national evaluation may 
wish to take the price of capital at its face valu«, án evaluation fro« a so- 
cial viewpoint, however, may wish to call the capital price into question for 
the same reason as In the capital earnings vs. wages instance above, i.e., the 
arbitrarily generous term» on which capital is supplied may lead to a far lets 
labor-intensive project than relative factor availabilities warrant. 

Society's interest may suggest that «taps be taken to assure a 
economic resource package.2 

»re 

The international price adjustment that is most frequently considered 
for purposes of project evaluation is that of the exchange rate.' 

It «ay be asserted that what should be measured is the value to the nation 
of the goods that will be imported with the exchange earnings of the exports 
produced by the project, but information to allow this estimate Is regularly 
not to be had. 

fhe suggestion Is not that nation X be denied access to capital on such 
favorable term», nor that the international distribution of factor income be 
modified, but merely that market prices not dictate wrong resource allocation«. 

The question of the appropriate exchange rate to use In evaluating the bene- 
fits and costs of a project is entirely separate from the discussion of the 
foreign exchange or balance of payments effects of a project which are consid- 
ered In Chapter VII, 



It   i*,  frequently,   if not regularly, aaaartad that if * country's ex- 
change   tat*-  t.s patently dl acqui lib rioua, bcneflta and coa ta which reflect  for- 
eign piucs should,  in the proceaa of project evaluation»  be recalculated In 
terns ot   an exdiange rate  thought to he consist««: with equilibrium»     In tup- 
port oí   ti. i h assertion it «ay be argued that • project which would he ruled 
non-viable  u  existing «change ratet wer« utilised, slight well be shown to be 
viable at.d desirable under «or« nearly equilibriums rates.    For example,  if 
nation X'e currency is over-valued.both import-competing «ad export industries 
will appear less advantageous than if the currency is available «t an equilib- 
rioui prie«. 

fro« the viewpoint of society's industrial economist the argument can 
b* well taken,    an over- or under-valued curr«ncy can occasion resource alloca- 
tiona that would not appear warranted if the exchange were correctly valued. 
And society, if it ha« an appropriât« instrument, «ay want to encourage the 
•ore economic pattern of resource allocation that would tend to be effected 
were the curr«ncy correctly valued,    lut the choosing of an appropriate rate 
is betet with all the problem mentioned above respecting the ideal of equilib- 
rium price«.    The attempt to do to it not recommended» 

Moreover, exchange ratea like other international prices are taken 
as they stand by an economist evaluating the national benefits and coats of a 
project.* 

& .igiCTip .pro« fttCB 

Thus far in the paper we have deliberately avoided the question of 
future price covtanti. • The focus has been on sucrent prices both on the costs 
•ide and on the benefits aid« of the calculus. But certainly any factor owner 
in studying possible ways to comalt Ms resources will endeavor to forecast 
price changes at they «ay affect any project over its lifetime. And the course 
of price« in the future is every bit as relevant fron a social or national 
standpoint as it it from a private point of view. 

s 

Accordingly, the values added or contributed on the benefits side 
each year during the life of the project--values which can be "homogenised** to 
arrive at a representative annual magnitude component in the ce leu lue—should 
be computed using the prices which are expected to prevail during that year. 

Although expected future prices belong In the benefits calculus,  the 
costs of a project must remain at the present value produced by the resources 
scheduled for the project.    Frètent costs provide s relatively firm and objec- 
tive reference point for use in comparing alternative allocations.    These vir- 
tues would be dissipated by any attempt to,  say, estimate the probable future 
earning« of factors were they to remain in their present employments and to 
regard these as the costs of a project.* 

If a nation employs a system of multiple exchange rates incorporating 
chases and sales In patterns that subsidize some transactions and tax rates, 
such fiscal operations affecting any project ahould be included In the calcu- 
lus along with other indirect taxes and subsidies. 

2 
The rationale of our calculus suggests that any estimate of future earnings 

in an unchanged allocation be treated as a project itself,  the future earnings 
hf,nr»f|t-.: nf   ftoiiyjop  any given resource package  in its 



In summary » the calculus should Incorporate the best available esti- 
mate» of the future prices affecting the benefit« of a project while the anal- 
yst! ©f costs should be in terms of present prtcas only, 

n*-jBßsmmi&tijmim PWKT» PES atjâicmii 
The calculus to this point has been concerned with «««•«ring tha 

changes (benefit« and costs) In »octal or national product that «My be regarded 
•• ¿tract affects of the project, these have included tha primary affects fro« 
the project ttself and the secondary effects •• competing factors are reallocated 
and •• consumers of products now produced by the scheduled factors anlist other 
resources to satisfy their demands, 

all other economic effects of the project «ay be classified as tait- 
regt. lo attempt will be «ade due to provide categories into which indirect 
effects «ay be piacsd. Our concern is only to suggest those that affect mate- 
rial incolte. or product and are of sufficient maasurabillty and magnitude that 

[JM their incorporation into the benefits-cost» calculus may be worthwhile. 

Although in a formal sena« some of the indirect effects may merit 
treatment as both benefits and costs, typically indirect effects are calculated- 
as net benefits (usually positive» but conceivably negative) which are then 
entered on the benefits side of the main benefits-costs tabulation. 

At nWOUE MUtHPLIEE 

I Tha well-known income multiplier is_ the quantitative measure of the 
total change in income which can be expected over time as recipients of the 

!       direct income increment generated by the product spend a portion of It'lor con- 
sumption and thereby give another fillip to national production. This is the 
first step in an unending but dwindling chain which, as a geometric progression, 
adds up to a finite amount. If the recipients of additional income tend to 
spend, say §01 of the increment on consumption, the total increase in income 

# •  .    will he five times the direct (initiating) increment; if the »«marginal propen- 
K* sity to consume" is, on the other hand, as low as 401, the multiplier is only 

1.2/3.  The •conomise evaluating any project for a nation will need to ••tí- 
mate the applicable income multiplier and increase the numerator» in the 
fits-costs ratio accordingly. 

Since eh« multiplier process taima time—a span of time that eh« 
evaluator may want to estimate—the multiplier increment applicable to the life 
of the project will be less tha« the increment implied by eh« full multiplier. 

B. ACCELERATION PRDICIME 

The enlargment Co Incoa* occasionai by the investment in capital 
facilities needed to provide plant, machinery, furniture, supplies, «te* for 
the project has come to he called acceleration. 

Acceleration Is regularly a far more Important process In industrial- 
ized countries than In developing countries where the project« ar« sited. I» 
the latter, acceleraci« appears usually In the building of the tnfraatructur«-« 



public utilities,  roadi, etc,--that mmy be neceasary  if  tha project it to be 
fully executed»     Insofar as inch infra-projects cam be  traced to any industrial 
project b«ing evaluated, a quantifiable net benefit can be entered for that 
project. 

An indirect benefit of a quite different order, employee trainiag, is 
also at alway» citad a« a virtue of any industrial project.    The value of the 
training can occasion an enlarpient of the benefits already calculated only as 
trained euployeen  leave the projected enterprise;   the increment to value added 
by th* project made possible by the training provld*d by the enterprise has al- 
ready been enterad into the calculation, 

at trained personnel leave tha enterprise and take new jobs elsewhere 
their newly acquired skills can be trained into higher productivity;  such In- 
creases in annual earnings can be entered into th* compilation of indirect ben- 
efits of the project.    But considering that the high  labor turnover that can 
produce tuch indirect benefits means loner direct benefits, eapioyee training 
should not properly be regarded as a benefit in addition to those already dis- 
cussed. 

The value of aapioye« training to th« econmf of a developing country 
is not being belittled by these observations.    We are only concerned that the 
benefits not be counted twice. 

the consideration given in this chapter to the multiplier,  the accel- 
erator asi employee training, Is only suggestive.    Much more would need to be 
writ tan If these affects ware to be given as Mich attention as has been focused 
on the calculus of tha direct affecta, 

til.    BALICE OF PAYMENTS EFFECTS 

Tha affect» of a project upon the balance of payments, or the foreign 
exchange poeltlon, of amy nation party to the project is regularly stressed In 
project évaluât loma.    Pertinent as these effects ara, wa believe, as will be 
»plained shortly, that their importance is regularly overetreasod. 

Balança of payment a affects deserve attention la this papar  largely 
to show their noocomparablllty to the change-in-aociai-or-national-product 
calculus.    Formally, tha balança of International payments is an account with- 
in the national (or social) accounting system.    Th« balance of payment« Is an 
organised summary statement of tha international transactions of a nation over 
a time.   Whan arranged aa a balance of payments on income account It shews tha 
component of national output that has been exportad and the share of national 
income that has been spent for imports.    It is only in this respect that the 
balance of payments effects of a project can be aald to be related to the na- 
tional income or product effects. 

x 

A detail:    the decision, in connection with the measurement of 
fits and costs from national standpoints, to redefine the national accounts of 
a nation as compri sins nationals rather than residents,    does not carry over 
into the balance of payments accounts.    The conventional conceptualisation in 
terns of transactions between residents of a nation and residents of the rest 
of the world is exactly suited to the problem of analyzing the balance of pay- 
ments consequences of a project.    Residents of  a nation, whether nationals or 
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«liens» «re within the currency jurisdiction of that nation» • government» Pay- 
ments to alien residents do not require foreign currency—they impose no strain 
on the balance of payment«. 

The balance of  payments as «a account  also shows,  or can show,   changes 
in a nation's  reserves of  foreign currenda« and monetary gold.    It is  the  ex- 
pected impact of  «  project upon the alca of  those international monetary reserves 
that is referred  to as  the balance of payment a  effect» of a project. 

Such effects have cene to bulk large In the thinking of «any persons 
concerned with economic development because--and» properly» otily because—most 
developing nation* are beset with chronic balance of payments deficit« entail- 
ing continuing pressure, if not prolonged drain», upon exchange reserves. It 
thus appears entirely understandable that nations experiencing such pressures 
regard projects as particularly meritorious if they promis« to enlarge exports 
and/or reduce Imports and thereby to lessen the threat to the country's inter- 
national reserves. 

It should not be supposed that a developing country prefers» or should 
prefer, even balance in the current account  »action of ita total baiane« of pay- 
ments,  i.e.,  an equilibrium in which imports of goods and current servie«« match, 
and thus pay for,  exports of goods and current  services,    lather a developing " 
country, almost by definition,  is a capital importing country» which swans  that 
imports will exceed exports  (a current account anfielt),    lut as long as that 
deficit is covered by an inflow of long-tarn investment capital, all la «nil. 
The problem is the all too common situation in which the import balance la mot 
fully covered by normal capital inflows with the resultant amort-tnm «met to 
the outside world.    Assuredly» then» any country auff«rlmg from bal 
meats deficits can rightly welcome projects which augur to «as« the 
pressure. 

To evaluate the baiarne« of payments  impact of a project,  the ii 
trial economist needs to prepare a schedule showing annual receipts «mi 
of foreign exchange occasioned by the implementation of the projaet.    UM  
ui« should be complet«» including capital flous amé all international trade la 
commodities ana services whether or not they occasion amy foreign »rK.^. tI 
actions. 

of th« kinds of items that belong in the _____ _.,-, 
iti«.    If expatriate personnel to be employed by th« projected enterprise 

are to b« paid in local eurrancy» provision must be made for th« foreign re- 
mittances th«y will wish to mate;  if they arc paid in foreign currencies abr 
conversions to covar local expenditure» can be anticipated.    Expected remit- 
tances of profits should be detailed as well aa th« sarvieing and amortisation 
of foreign-heId debts. 

th« schedule needs to conclude with  the net outpayweot ©r __•,_ 
that is expected d„rlng «ach year» if met each «umrtar, in th« iif. ofth« 
project. 

Th« magnitude of th« «at flow becomes th« measure of baiane« of pay- 
ments of facts.    »© halpfui ratios can be calculât«« and there is no way to 
combine (or otherwise r«lat«) a benefits-costs ratio with an exchange savings 
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The   bene!>th~<ostfr  talrultift   due h  nut   rasi ly   rm ottipass   su« h   funumlt 
considerations  as  working  tondi lions,   health   ami   ^tHy   piaan-s,   ami   other 
elements   contributing   to   the  psyihic    income   of   Li.toiv   pt-i s.,nut-1 ,       HIP   ait   ani 
water  pollution   umsequenres   of   a   project   art-   often   not   quantified   although 
her« «gain the economist  uh©«id «ndeavor to attach prices  in order   to he able 
to sake appropriait deductions fro« project benefits. 

The kinds of effects Just mentioned have been clog« to  the borderline 
of  «convict;  their incluía©« la the calculi« should be  seriously attempted. 

lut  other  coa«#futnc«S  are   clearly beyond   the   reach  of   quantitative 
economic measurement.    Me motion  them only  in recognition of   the difficult task 
facing  those persons who must evaluate  the nonet onorale   as againgt   the economic 
merits of  a project,    frejects can carry political  and prestige virtues that «re 
important  to a nation or a community.     The economist has professional biases 

P     , that  inelin« hi« to disparata these  virtues and to defer   to economic goals. 
I* Such Judgments «re not  for htm»  qua economist,  to make.     But  it  is oft«» his 

responsibility to study the economic  hen»fits and costs of  projects he knows 
will prove to carry benefits-costs ratios that may appear Intolerably low, of- 
ten lower than unity.    Alf as he fully evaluates the economics of such projects 
can those persons who «spouse the« for their nonaconoatlc qualities  learn the 
extent of the economic sacrifice that implementation will exact. 

IX.    CONCLUSIOHS 

At principal purpose of the social or national economic benefits- 
costs calculus--or of any alternative calculus—is to enable governmental bodies 
to identify those industrial projects which promise the greatest economic pia 
to the body politic.      The relevant measure of the tin of the economic gain is 
the ratio of benefits to costs.    By economic gain criteria the projects most 
deserving of implementation are those carrying the highest benefits-costs ra- 
tios,    tvaluatori an aoMtlaaa tempted to favor those projects which show the 
ireatest net benefit  (benefits minus costs) at the expense of other projects 
which indicate a higher benefits-coats ratio,    the temptation is understand« 
able--certainly the measure of achieved development is the «mount of net bene- 
fit,    lut one« resources have been cosmitted te (costs incurred in) one proj- 
ect»  they are not available to another.    Th« rout« to asaualnt that as all 
resources become committed» the «mount of social or national benefit is ani- 
mi sod,  is th« route of «electing from alternative projects those that promise 
the night at ratio of benefits to cost»,   .although the mnount of the net bene- 
fit of each project it pertinent and Indicates th« amgnituno of the increment 
to social or national economic product that can be expected» the need is to 

imite the value product per "unit" of resources. 

There are» of course»  the various economic consequences of a project 
which eannot be integrated into the benefits-costs calculus--and these most be 
given whatever weight   the industrial  economist believes  to be appropriate,    le 
Is professionally more competent   to assign such weights  than is any nonspecial- 
ist  decision-maker whose  responsibility  is  to make the  value Judgments that 

Although the  calculus outlined in  this paper is here accommodated to manu- 
facturing  enterprises,   it  can be  applied without  modification to other enter- 
prises which  sell  their  output,   and with elahoratlon  to  those undertakings» 
ine ludi iir   i nt rast rtn turf   profits.   Hu-   ontp.ir   o»   whi.l-   provides   Uff le   nr  no 
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al lav the reconciliation of economic and non«co»io«ic considerations»    all too 
cotimonly  the decision-maker has betn presented by his economic   and technical 
advisers with an apparent  conglomeration of findings aa to the economic aeriti 
of  a project.    He has then, often with aap le justification»  inferred that tine« 
any given project seeas always to hav« good and had economic  featurea that can- 
not be reconciled,  the decision aay well be taken on «on«concilie considerationa. 

It is» no doubt»  the intention of industrial economists everywhere 
who evaluate the economics of projects that economists be in • position to give 
firm recommendations ds   to the «cooöniically most desirable projects.    We hope 
that  that intention tan be served by the élaboration and the refinement of the 
benefits-costs  calculus. 

lot only show id the decision-maker be able easily to know which proj- 
ects by economic criteria merit his approval; he should also be able readily to 
grasp fro« the economist*• evaluation, the precis« economic penalties of exe- 
cuting any project which fails the economic teat but «ay merit approval because 
of its nonet onorale virtues.    It it well for him to realise»  for example, that 
a given project can be implemented only as the nation is prepared to grant the 
enterprise an annual subsidy of a known 

A.     INDUCEMENTS AND DETERRfiHTS 

Once the decision has been aade that  any given project deserves imple- 
mentation,  the project needs to be returned to  the econoalst  for a determination 
of  the governmental measures required if  the projected enterprise Is to be given 
life and prosperity.    If,  despite the combined economic and noneconoraic gains   , 
anticipated,  the project  is insufficiently attractive to prospective Investors 
or other private factor  suppliers,  subsidies or other inducments may be In order, 
as prescribed by the evaluating econoalst. 

The economist muat also be alert to recommend appropriate action on 
projects labelled undeserving which, nevertheless, are sufficiently attractive 
to entrepreneurs that the enterprise is  likely to be launched unless appropriate 
deterrents,  such as taxes or even prohibitions, are imposed.     It «ay occasion- 
ally be appropriate in the case of a favored project to reduce incentives or 
apply curbs in order to prevent excessive returns to any of the factor owners 
involved in a project,    occasionally government «assures are needed to assure 
that the sise of a favored enterprise is consistent with the maximization of 
relative gains as determined within savanaaaat. 

It should be remembered that any fiscal inducements or deterrents 
brought into action by government do not affect benefits-costs ratios; the cal- 
culus subtracts at one  level whatever is added at another.    The consequence of 
government intervention is to alter the distribution of gains, not their total 

B.     INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION 

Frequently deserving projects Incorporating factors from two or more 
nations can be executed only as governments agree upon an appropriate structure 
of net inducements.    It Is In such instances that the calculus of benefits and 
costs to each nation as well as to society becomes especially pertinent.    Deci- 
sions will need to be  taken that affect  the  international division of net eeo- 
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of industrial development can be «chiev*d with greater assurance by ail parti«! 
if decisions are made In the light of a relatively few key gauges of national 
«na social economic welfare. 

It i § to be hoped that this pmtpom,  can be advanced by the suggestions 
tendered In this paper looking toward greater reliance upon the benefits-costs 
calettimi of economic galas. 

>'* 
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